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BRITAIN’S’’PRIVATE ARMY”

HONGKONG- AND SINGAPORE GUNNERS IN MEDDLE EAST

Gunners of a regiment which was formed just 100 years ago as a company of

"Chinese lascars" for the protection of Hongkong from marauding pirates, are today

manning anti-aircraft gun positions in Egypt,

The regiment is the Hongkong Singapore Royal Artillery,generally known as ’’Britain’s

private Army”, because of its extraordinary relationship to the rest of the armed

forces of the Empire,

During the 19th century the regiment evolved as an artillery force for the defence

of Hongkong and Singapore, a single regiment with two headquarters. At various timees,

mountain, field and coastal defence batteries were formed in both centres, with A.iW

units added since the last war.

It has always been officered by regulars seconded from the Royal Artillery*

And since the early days its men have been Indians, mostly Sikhs ,pun jab is and Jhats,

recruited for this special purpose.

And yet the regiment is a part of the British, not the Indian Army, and is, in fact

the only unit in the British Army with Indian personnel.

The men are very proud of this distinction, while the native officers, the

jemadars and subadars, are the only men of their rank in the world who hoi their

commission from King George, and not from the Viceroy of India*

In peacetime officers used to sail for India with a party of men, and hold recruiting

campaigns in the area of the Fun jab 'which for many years has been allotted to the

regiment for this xouxpose.

The tradition of the regiment is very strong there, and in numerous families all

the male members have for generations joined up*

Even today, .despite the complications of wartime transport and other restrictions,

he regiment has its reinforcements sent cut to Egypt in special drafts from the same

part of India.
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One battery, the majority of whose members escaped from Singapore, is now

serving on the island of Seychelles in the Indian Ocean.

Other batteries vverc in Aden at the time of pearl Harbour ; having been

loaned to meet the Italian threat in that area. It is these batteries, all of

them now converted to anti-aircraft, that are in Egypt.

This is not the first time that a part of the regiment has seen service out

of Eastern Asia, for no 1 Mountain bat ery arrived in Egypt in November 1915»

In this war part of the regiment served at Berbera in the British Somaliland

campaign, and in May 1941 two batteries came up to the Delta*

From May until June of the following year, when the Eighth Army was forced back

to Alamein, the guns of the regiment guarded Mersa Matruh. It was a testing time;

especially during the early months, when many of the little ships that ran supplies

up to beleaguered Tobruk set out from there. The attentions of the German bombers

were persistent, but they paid heavily and the HKSRA was credited with 42 certain

"kills."

In March 1942, one troop moved on to Port Capuzzo, where its task -was to assist

in the defence of the railhead.

This troop had a remarkable escape in the final days of the fighting in Libya.

Soon after Tobruk fell, all their transport was destroyed in a heavy raid. The next

morning they were ordered to retire, and they could see fighting on the horizon.

jut their heavy guns were mw immobile and Lt.H,Birch, who was in command, decided

to fight it out, using their guns in an anti-tank role.

They made their dispositions, hut that 'evening at dusk literally out of the ’''"blue”

came a section of R.A.S.C.transport to tew their guns to safety. The Germans were

then half way between Bardia and Capuzzo.

Exactly the same thing happened a few days latr, when the troop was "back with

the rest of the battery and a second one at Matruh.

Still without any transport, the guns were positioned for "both A.A and anti-tank

shooting, as a part of the defences of the Port. And. again, as the Germans were

closing in, transport appeared and the heavy guns rolled out of the town shortly

before the first Germans came in.

Every gun was "brought hack safely, a ill a few clays later they were again in action
■

in a very different settingJ'his wan near Cairo where the regiment had one of its most

unpleasant moments. A "bomb exploded on the side of a gun pit, killing six members of the

crew and seriously wounding the remaining one.



Both the orignal regimental headquarters were captured in the Far

East, and the regiment ceased to exist, except in the form of separated batteries.

But the batteries in Egypt were in April last, formed into the first H.A*A.

regiment H.K.S.R.A. > under the command of Lt.Col. Fitz Barret D*S*O.

And so the H.K.S.R.A is again a regiment; and like so many other exiles>

its headquarters are in Egypt, until the fortunes of war permit it to return

home to the par East,
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